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Rowan DEI Division Definitions of Diversity, Equity & 
Inclusion  
Diversity 
We commit to promoting and increasing diversity which is expressed in various forms, including 
race and ethnicity, gender and gender identity, sexual orientation, socioeconomic status, 
language, culture, marital status, national origin, religion, age, (dis)ability status and political 
perspective. As the Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) so often points 
out, diversity should be talked about as “inclusive excellence,” for only when campus is truly 
inclusive can it make a claim to excellence. 
 
Equity 
Equity is the guarantee of fair treatment, access, opportunity, and advancement for all 
students, faculty, and staff, while identifying and eliminating barriers that prevent full 
participation of some groups. Equity-minded practices are created through: 

1. Willingness to look at student outcomes and disparities at all educational levels 
disaggregated by race and ethnicity as well as socioeconomic status. 

2. Recognition that individual students are not responsible for the unequal outcomes of 
groups that have historically experienced discrimination and marginalization in the 
United States. 

3. Respect for the aspirations and struggles of students who are not well served by the 
current educational system. 

4. Belief in the fairness of allocating additional college and community resources to 
students who have greater needs due to the systemic shortcomings of our educational 
system in providing for them. 

5. Recognition that the elimination of entrenched biases, stereotypes, and discrimination 
in institutions of higher education requires intentional critical deconstruction of 
structures, policies, practices, norms, and values assumed to be neutral toward race, 
ethnicity, gender identity, sexuality, age, disability and other visibible and invisible 
differences. (Adapted from AACU) 

 
We commit to working actively to challenge and respond to bias, harassment, and 
discrimination. We are committed to a policy of equal opportunity for all persons and do not 
discriminate on the basis of race, ethnicity, national origin, age, marital status, sex, sexual 
orientation, gender identity, gender expression, disability, religion,  or veteran status. 
 
Inclusion 
Inclusion is the active, intentional, and ongoing engagement with diversity—in people, in the 
curriculum, in the co-curriculum, and in communities (intellectual, social, cultural, geographical) 



 

with which individuals might connect—in ways that increase one’s awareness, content 
knowledge, cognitive sophistication, and empathic understanding of the complex ways in which 
individuals interact within systems and institutions. (AAC&U) 
 
The Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Council is responsible for leading the development, 
implementation, and monitoring of the university’s diversity strategic action plan. Council 
members are comprised of representatives from the following groups: academic units (Diversity 
Committee chairs/Associate Deans), Student Enrollment Management, Advising, Admissions, 
International Center, Faculty Center, Student Affairs, Academic Success Center, Wellness 
Center, Library Services, Facilities, Equity and Diversity Office (Title IX), ASCEND, SJICR, Public 
Safety, Alumni Engagement, Advancement, Diversity Faculty Senate Committee, Human 
Resources, and student leaders. 

Introduction  
The purpose of a Toolkit for Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) in Faculty Recruitment, Hiring, 
and Retention is to provide Rowan University members with promising practices to achieve DEI 
and address historical marginalization in recruitment, hiring, and retention efforts.  
 
Rowan University will lead the country in developing systems and structures that facilitate 
university-wide collaboration that result in equitable opportunities and an affirming and 
responsive culture and climate. The Division of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion welcomes your 
thoughts and comments; please reach us by email at dei@rowan.edu. 
 
This toolkit is meant to complement (not replace) existing policies and practices at Rowan 
University.  All recommendations presented in this toolkit should be used in accordance with 
the faculty hiring policies and practices set forth by Human Resources, Office of Employee 
Equity and Labor Relations, and the Office of the provost.   

Impacts of Implicit Bias  
Implicit bias refers to the attitudes or stereotypes that affect an individual's decision making, 
actions, and understanding, outside of their conscious thought processes. Every individual 
carries implicit bias, which causes thoughts and attitudes towards others based on 
characteristics such as ability, age, sex, gender, race, sexuality, or religion. The hiring process 
has multiple stages that rely on subjective decision making, which can be influenced by 
unconscious and implicit biases. A thorough DEI hiring plan can reduce the influences of implicit 
bias. Throughout the search and hiring process, there are several questions each search 
committee member should reflect upon: 
 
Questions for Reflection:  

● Am I holding biases on type of experiences, or location of experiences of the candidate? 
Am I favoring candidates who have experiences similar to my own? 



 

● Am I concerned with how the candidate is dressed, their hairstyle, tattoos, or piercings?  
Would these aesthetics influence the candidate's ability to fulfill the requirements of the 
job? 

● Am I having thoughts about how the candidate will “fit” into the department, rather 
than whether the candidate meets the requirements of the position?  

● Am I considering the needs of our diverse student population? 

Implicit Bias Training 
All Hiring Managers and Search Committee members are required to participate in an Implicit 
Bias training prior to serving on a search committee. For more information, please contact the 
Office of Human Resources or the Division of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion.  

Initial Steps in the Search Process 

Launching the Search  

Once the search has been approved, the dean of the School or College will communicate to the 
department heads or chairs the searches that have been approved along with any specific requirements 
for filling the position.  To initiate the faculty search, the department forms the search committee with 
the approval of the dean. The search committee finalizes the position description and establishes the 
criteria for evaluation including how diversity, equity and inclusion will be addressed in the evaluation 
process.  Provided below is a checklist for the dean’s charge to the committee and a description of the 
roles of the search committee, search committee chair and department head.  Promising practices 
related to DEI in each step of the search process are described in subsequent sections of this document. 

The committee charge should include the following information:  

● Essential characteristics of the position, for example: 
○ Demonstrated commitment to quality teaching  
○ Promising record of scholarship 
○ Commitment to diversity, equity, and inclusion, core values of the University 
○ Ability to mentor diverse students  

● A clear expectation that the committee will cast a broad net and use active recruiting 
strategies to encourage applications from a diverse pool of applicants 

● The required outcome, e.g., to recommend an unranked list of acceptable finalists.  
● The timeframe for providing recommendations. 



 

The search chair in cooperation with the department head1  will submit to the dean for approval the 
following information to ensure that it is consistent with the charge:   

● Position description, job requirements and a copy of the advertising plan  
● Essential and preferred criteria for selection. 
● Time frame for completing the search.  
● Duties of the search committee chair and individual committee members.  

Once charged, the search committee chair is responsible for the following:  
● Establishing and documenting roles of search committee members 
● Establishing norms of open discussion for the search committee meetings. 
● Compiling the initial search documentation.  
● Ensuring that all committee members clearly understand the requirements of the position and 

the DEI goals of the department and School/College, and are proactive about pursuing those 
goals.  

● Ensuring that all committee members clearly understand their confidentiality obligations.  
● Calling and chairing search committee meetings.  
● Ensuring that accurate documentation of the search process is kept.  
● Maintaining contact with the dean about relevant search information.  
● Obtaining demographic data for eligible candidate pool from the Office of Employee Equity and 

Labor Relations, or from recognized high quality sources for discipline-specific data. 
● Obtaining demographic data for the applicant pool and submitting to the dean for approval, 

prior to proceeding to the first round of interviews. 
● Communicating with candidates and finalists.  
● Submitting the committee’s final recommendation to the dean.  

All members of the search committee are charged with the responsibility to assist in the filling of a 
position by performing the following tasks:  

 
● Identifying and contacting potential applicants who could contribute to workforce diversity.  

Additionally, the search committee should consider establishing a separate canvassing 
committee to support active recruiting practices.   

● Screening applicants and selecting candidates for interviews.  
● Designing and participating in the interview process, and including eligible department faculty 

when applicable.  
● Maintaining appropriate confidentiality about search committee proceedings.  
● Contributing to assessing the strengths and weaknesses of final candidates for recommendation 

to the dean.  

 
1 The role of department head is mentioned multiple times hroughout this document. When there is no 
department head, the Department Chair will perform the specified role.  



 

 The Search Committee  

The search committee members should collectively represent a variety of backgrounds, 
experiences, and perspectives.  It is therefore ideal to include colleagues from 
underrepresented groups.  However, we must be mindful of protecting the time and capacity of 
all members of our faculty, especially those from underrepresented groups who are often 
overtapped to serve in this vital capacity.  Therefore all members of the search committee are 
required to complete Rowan University’s Implicit Bias training to ensure that they can 
contribute effectively to the department’s DEI hiring goals.   

DEI Considerations: 

● Do individuals selected for the committee have interests/projects/research in topics of 
diversity, equity, and inclusion? 

● Does the committee represent diverse backgrounds, experiences and perspectives? 
● Do these individuals advocate for students/staff/faculty of diverse backgrounds? 
● Has each member completed the Implicit Bias training? 

 
It is crucial that the search committee develop a collective intentionality around achieving DEI 
goals.  DEI discussions are critical to increasing diversity in hiring initiatives.  At a minimum, the 
search committee should discuss: 

● Rowan’s DEI Mission 
● The current demographics of the department and diversity within the work 

environment 
● Department’s DEI goals for departmental culture and curriculum 
● Why DEI is important to the department 
● The potential for implicit bias and how it will be mitigated in the evaluation process.   

Tips on Forming a Search Committee  
 

● Consider the diversity of the search committee and whether it is representative of the campus.  
● Determine whether each potential appointee has sufficient time to devote to search committee 

duties.  
● Ensure that some members of the committee possess technical expertise sufficient to make 

astute comparisons among applicants.  
● Ensure that some members of the committee have demonstrated a strong commitment to DEI. 
● All members of the search committee are required to complete and follow the guidelines of 

Rowan University’s search committee and Implicit Bias training. 
 



 

Changes in the Search Committee  

Changes in the composition of the committee throughout the search should be avoided in order to 
ensure continuity in the assessment of candidates; therefore, a faculty member who may not be able to 
serve to the search’s end should not accept appointment to the committee. A committee need not get 
approval to make a single substitution for a departing member, but the committee chair must document 
the timing and reason for any such substitutions. Any further substitutions require approval of the dean.  

Faculty Conflicts of Interest & Recusals  

Faculty who have mentored, published with, written grants with or had a personal friendship with 
applicants must disclose these relationships to the search committee, department chair, and dean. The 
dean will review the disclosure and will determine a plan for eliminating, mitigating or managing a 
conflict of interest (or appearance of conflict of interest). Under no circumstances should a member of a 
search committee provide a reference letter for an applicant. For more information on determining if a 
faculty member must disclose a prior relationship during the search process, please see Appendix C – 
Conflicts of Interest and Faculty Recusals.  

Developing a Search Plan 

The Search Committee in consultation with the department head or chair develops a Search Plan. 
Developing a proactive plan will yield better results and help accomplish a stronger and deeper connection 
between academic excellence, quality candidates, and diversity. Essential elements of the search plan are 
the development of an inclusive advertisement, evaluation plan, and recruitment and advertising 
strategy.     

Developing an Inclusive Position Advertisement  

A position advertisement outlines the responsibilities, skills, experiences, and qualifications of 
the desired candidate.  Additionally, the position advertisement communicates the values of 
the department and signals a commitment to fostering an environment that affirms the 
contributions of multiple perspectives, backgrounds, and experience. As a department, discuss 
how the position can advance DEI goals and how these goals can be integrated into the job 
description.  

All position descriptions must include the following AA/EEO statement:  

Rowan University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. All qualified applicants will 
receive consideration for employment without regard to race, creed, color, national origin, age, 
ancestry, nationality, marital or domestic partnership or civil union status, sex, pregnancy, gender 
identity or expression, disability status, liability for military service, protected veteran status, 
affectional or sexual orientation, atypical cellular or blood trait, genetic information (including the 
refusal to submit to genetic testing), or any other category protected by law. For the complete Rowan 
University non-discrimination and affirmative action policy see: 



 

https://sites.rowan.edu/equity/_docs/policies/eeo-statement.pdf.   

The AA/EEO statement is a minimum requirement.  Search committees are strongly encouraged to   
Integrate additional statements in position advertisements to signal their commitment to diversity and 
inclusion.  This is a promising practice for increasing the overall quality and diversity of the pool and 
attracts individuals from a variety of backgrounds that cut across race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, and 
class. (For more information on inclusive statements see Appendix A: Signaling a Commitment to 
Diversity.)  

Soliciting diversity/inclusion statements from candidates offers another opportunity to signal the 
university commitment and asks candidates of all backgrounds to describe how they can contribute to 
and enhance the department’s and the university’s goals of building an inclusive academic environment. 
A separate diversity statement may be solicited as part of the application, but it is also a good practice to 
ask job applicants to address inclusion in one of the other required statements, such as research or 
teaching (Appendix A: Signaling a Commitment to Diversity).  

Searches that are narrowly targeted by subfields are discouraged because they can inhibit diversity by 
narrowing the pool of applicants.  Searches should be as broad as possible while meeting the needs of the 
department.  

Developing an Applicant Evaluation Plan  

The search committee should develop a plan for the evaluation of qualifications  relative to minimum 
and preferred qualifications. The plan should describe how the committee will use these qualifications 
to make distinctions among candidates. The committee may weigh preferred qualifications with varying 
importance; they may determine equivalencies or substitutions when allowed by job advertisements. 
The evaluation criteria and process must be well documented and able to withstand scrutiny or 
challenge to the process’s legitimacy.   

The evaluation plan established for the search should describe how contribution to diversity will be 
considered for each applicant. In addition, a tentative plan for the stages of the interview process 
(phone/video interviews, on campus interviews, etc.) and the ideal number of candidates for each stage 
should be outlined. Additional information can be found in  Appendix B: Avoiding Evaluation Bias.  

Developing the Outreach/Advertising Plan  

The outreach/advertising plan may include the formation of a canvassing committee, separate from the 
search committee, to conduct targeted outreach to attract diverse applicants.  Recruiting from institutions 
that are high producers of African-American, Native American and Latinx PhDs is especially important for 
Assistant Professor and Lecturer openings. Advertising with identity-specific professional organizations 
can further encourage diverse faculty to apply. Please consult Appendix D – Advertising and Recruitment 
Activities for additional strategies to broaden the search and attract a diverse applicant pool. The search 
plan should be approved by the department head and the dean prior to posting the position 
announcement. 

Reviewing the National Pool 



 

Prior to initiating evaluation of applicants, the search committee should obtain reliable data on 
the demographic representation of the national pool in the field of hire.  The committee should 
strive to attract an applicant pool that is at least as diverse as the national pool in the field of 
hire.   

Initial Screening of Applicants & Developing the Short 
List for Campus Visits  

Determining Minimum Qualifications  

The search committee will review the applicant pool and determine which applicants meet the 
advertised minimum qualifications after the closing date or priority application date. No attention will 
be paid at this time to the protected group status of any applicant. All applicants who do not meet the 
advertised minimum requirements of the position should be appropriately indicated in Page Up. All 
applications should be handled in the same way. The procedure for considering incomplete applications 
should be determined and uniformly applied to all the applications. However, an applicant’s review 
should not be harmed if the recommendation letters (if required) are received late or by any other 
actions beyond the applicant’s control.  

Adequacy of Qualified Applicant Pool  

Before the first round of interviews, the committee should obtain an Applicant EEO report from 
the Office of Employee Equity and Labor Relations for the applicant pool. The list of the qualified 
applicants will be evaluated to determine if the pool is reasonably diverse as compared to the 
demographics of the available labor pool. This information will be submitted to the dean.  If the pool 
lacks sufficient diversity, the dean should evaluate whether the canvassing strategy to recruit a diverse 
pool was followed.  The dean may approve the pool based on their assessment of the canvassing 
strategy, or recommend that the committee continue to encourage applications before moving forward. 
More detail on the EEO report is provided in Appendix D – Advertising and Recruitment Activities. 

Social Media and Candidate Evaluation  

Publicly available content on social media may be used in assessing candidates only if this publicly 
available information is related to the nature of the position (e.g., public-facing position, department 
leader, etc.). All applications must be handled in the same way, and review of social media should not be 
done selectively. If the Search Committee uses social media in the decision-making process, they must 
document how that assessment was carried out.  

Points to consider:  
● Decide in advance the scope and purpose. Use the job description to indicate relevant 



 

information to consider.  
● Remind yourself of the protected characteristics that cannot be considered in evaluation of 

candidates and take steps to safeguard against their use in the evaluation process. If you are not 
sure about how to do this refrain from using social media in evaluation and/or contact Human 
Resources for assistance.  

● Review more than one social media platform, e.g. Facebook (social) and LinkedIn (professional)  
● Print or take a screenshot to document the steps taken in your review.  

 
Internal Employees  
The committee must treat internal and external candidates the same to avoid even the appearance of 
discrimination, favoritism, or unfairness. Handling the applications and interviews of internal candidates 
requires additional sensitivity. Search committees must evaluate internal candidates objectively by the 
same criteria applied to external candidates, e.g. experience and credentials. Insights from past working 
relationships should be avoided to ensure a consistent evaluation process is followed..  

When there are internal candidates for a position, the committee must take great care not to engage in 
a rigged search, that is, a search with a predetermined outcome in favor of the internal candidate.  Such 
a search is both unethical and violates federal laws.  

Conducting Preliminary Interviews  

Preliminary interviews are commonly conducted via phone or virtual meeting platform (Webex, etc.). 
The format  used for the preliminary interviews should be consistent for all candidates. Evaluation of 
candidates during preliminary interviews must be part of the evaluation plan.  This includes format of 
the interview (e.g., phone, Zoom), instructions provided ahead of time, questions, and evaluation rubric. 

Notes from the preliminary interview are added to an applicant's file as documentation of the evaluation 
process. Confidentiality about applicant and reference materials must be maintained even after the 
search has been completed.  

For each round of interviews, there should be a concerted effort to treat candidates consistently. 
“Consistently” in this context does not have to mean exactly alike. The committee should provide similar 
opportunities for each candidate to highlight their experiences and advance their candidacy. When an 
invitation is extended for an interview, the search committee chair should notify the applicants that 
accommodations are available for individuals with disabilities or special needs, and provide contact 
information for requesting accommodations. 

Guidelines for Interview Questions  
A key component of a successful interview process is strong interview questions that seek to tease out 
professional characteristics that are directly related to the requirements of a position. The questions 
should cover all of the responsibilities and characteristics specified in the position ad.    

The search committee will collaborate to develop a set of questions that will assist the committee in 



 

assessing the scholarship, teaching, and service capacity of the candidates, and their potential to 
contribute to a diverse and inclusive academic environment. For all searches, the core interview 
questions should be developed prior to interviews and the same set of questions should be used with 
each candidate. However, as interviews are dynamic and unique to each candidate, follow-up questions 
and questions directly related to a candidate’s application are encouraged.  

Questions about multicultural proficiency and inclusion strategies  ask a candidate to describe how they 
understand diversity and can contribute to a building an inclusive campus.  For additional guidance and 
example questions, see Appendix E: Interview Questions to Incorporate DEI into Candidate Assessment): 

References  

The search committee determines if the application will include letters of reference or names of 
references to be contacted at the discretion of the search committee. The hiring ad should specify when 
references will be contacted.  Applicants for entry level positions or junior faculty positions are usually 
better evaluated if letters of reference are immediately available because references speak to potential 
while CVs focus on accomplishments. However, applicants for senior-level positions with extensive 
experience enumerated on the CV may hesitate to apply for positions in which they are required to 
provide reference letters before they know if their application has received some interest from the 
search committee. Confidentiality for the applicant for senior-level positions may be more critical. 
Please consult Appendix F: Reference-Check Checklist for recommended practices regarding reference 
checks. 

As mentioned above, an applicant’s review should not be harmed if the recommendation letters (if 
required) are received late or by any other actions beyond the applicant’s control.   

Reduce Interview Pool to "Short List" for Campus Visits  

Individuals on the short list show significant accomplishment and/or promise. A holistic assessment of 
the many qualifications of each candidate of any race or gender is strongly encouraged. Reviewers 
should favorably consider candidates whose  prior work with students and colleagues reflects  broadly 
diverse perspectives, experiences, and backgrounds in educational, research, or other work activities. In 
addition to weighing other qualifications, reviewers should favorably consider experience of overcoming 
or helping others to overcome barriers to an academic career or degree. The search committee must 
make every effort at every stage of this process to give candidates an opportunity to demonstrate their 
strengths and potential contributions, even if this involves, when in doubt, providing a campus interview 
opportunity. An applicant’s potential contribution to workforce diversity is an asset that should be 
carefully considered, as diverse candidates may be uniquely positioned to represent additional 
perspectives, mentor underrepresented students, and to serve as role models for diverse students.  

Before inviting short list candidates to campus, the committee chair must forward its recommended 
short list and the search committee members’ evaluation rubrics and the application letters and CVs of 
those on the shortlist to the department head, then to the dean for approval.  The dean should ensure 
that a consistent evaluation process was followed, all qualified applicants were given appropriate 



 

consideration, and that the opinions of all search committee members were considered in the selection 
process.  The Dean’s Office sends the approved short list to the Provost’s Office.  



 

Campus Interviews & Determining Finalists  

Campus Interviews 
The campus interview is an important part of the search process in that it enables the candidate 
to get a feeling for the campus, its climate, and diversity. It is important that each candidate 
have substantially the same interview experience including: 

1. Same interview questions.  
Follow up questions will differ since they are based on specific information given by 
each interviewee. 

2. Same access to decision makers.  
Candidates should meet with the same people including the full search committee. 

 
 
Everyone included in the interview process should be sensitive to diversity concerns. Everyone 
who meets with candidates should be sensitive to diversity when questioning and providing 
information. Considerations for the interview include: 

● Ask for pronouns to use and name pronunciation 
● Ask about transportation needs 
● Ask about dietary preferences/restrictions 
● Discuss clothing expectations (e.g., business attire) 
● Provide an agenda with private breaks throughout the day;  
● Structure the day for physical accessibility as much as possible 

 
 
Conversations dealing with family, marriage status, and other areas of protected classes must 
be avoided.   
 
The search committee should develop a standard form to assess each candidate's strengths and 
weaknesses following the campus visit. To reiterate, criteria should reflect the department's goals for 
the position as well as for DEI. The evaluation form should be returned to the chair of the search 
committee within 24 hours after meeting with the candidate so that details of the interview 
remain fresh. 
 

Developing a Recommendation for Finalists  

Developing the Final Recommendation  

The search committee should meet with the full department to discuss their assessment of the 
candidates and to receive the departmental assessment. The search committee should assess areas of 
consensus and minority opinions of the strengths and weaknesses of the candidates.  



 

The search committee will report the assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of each acceptable 
candidate to the department head and dean. (Acceptable candidates are deemed qualified for the 
position and possess the skills, knowledge, and characteristics necessary to fulfill the responsibilities of 
the position).  The search committee will present the strengths and weaknesses as well as if there was 
considerable diversity of opinions. It is important that the memo discusses the required qualifications of 
the position and not personal characteristics of the candidate. When presenting an area of strength and 
weakness for one candidate, the area should be discussed for all candidates.  If the search committee 
chair contacts an acceptable candidate to find out if they are still available, all acceptable candidates 
must be contacted. 

The dean submits the selected candidate to the provost and includes the rationale for the decision with 
the CV of the candidate. The dean will need to document the startup requirements of the candidate 
including space, facilities, funds, and other support.  All space needs and associated costs must be 
approved prior to making an offer.    

After getting approval from the provost for the terms of the offer, the dean or designee will contact the 
candidate to make the job offer.   

Making an Offer & Closing the Search  
Making an Offer 

1. No one but the provost or their designee shall discuss terms and conditions of employment 
officially or unofficially with finalists.  

2. After provost has approved the hire, the dean or designee will contact the candidate to extend 
the offer.  

3. If the top candidate declines, the dean gets approval from the provost for the next candidate.  

Negotiation Strategies  
 
Some candidates may have received less mentoring than their peers, and may therefore be at a 
disadvantage in knowing what they can legitimately request in negotiations for a faculty 
position. In addition, there is some evidence that women are less inclined to negotiate for 
themselves than men are, and that when they do,  they are viewed differently. To ensure 
equity, aim to empower the candidate to advocate on their own behalf, by providing all 
candidates with a complete list of things it would be possible and appropriate for them to 
discuss in the course of negotiations. This list will vary by field, and should include those items 
that will maximize the likelihood of candidate success in that field. For some fields these might 
include:  
 

● Salary 



 

● Course release time 
● Lab equipment 
● Lab space 
● Renovation of lab space 
● Graduate assistant and/or post doc 
● Specific teaching assignments 
● Travel funds 
● Discretionary Funds 
● Summer salary 
● Moving expenses 
● Visa/Immigration support 
● Other issues of concern to the candidate  

 
The department head or designee should assist the candidate in articulating their needs and 
desires to the dean and should provide information about the University context, but they 
should not assist with actually negotiating the offer.  

Retention Support Strategies  
Rowan University is committed to hiring and retaining diverse and talented faculty. To create 
an environment where faculty from all backgrounds will thrive and reach their full potential, 
departments must remove any barriers that may limit the opportunities for advancement of 
qualified members of underrepresented groups, and create a culture where all individuals are 
welcomed and their contributions are valued.   
 
While a comprehensive treatment of faculty retention is beyond the scope of this Toolkit, it is 
important for departments to develop their plans for implementation of promising practices 
around faculty retention.  General recommendations are included below.  
 

● Create a culture of accountability to and value of DEI work among faculty, staff, 
departments and units.  

● Build trust and relationships - be transparent about department expectations, be willing 
to engage in difficult conversations, be willing to receive feedback, and provide clear 
feedback on performance.  

● Identify interests - ask your employees and colleagues what their professional goals are, 
and support them in achieving goals. 

● Build social networks - connect faculty to affinity groups, professional associations, and 
networks.  



 

● Avoid tokenization - do not rely on marginalized individuals or groups to educate you 
and your department. Instead, create an environment that provides resources and 
education on diverse topics and encourage self reflection about one’s relationship to 
systems of inequity.  

● Mentors can be identified through projects, cultural or identity membership, or 
experiences. Mentors can help an individual navigate through their identities as it 
relates to working at an institution of higher education, help solve difficult issues or 
support professional development. 

● Support DEI professional development initiatives.  This is critical in promoting a Rowan 
culture of commitment to DEI. 

● Be mindful of the amount of service and mentorship labor underrepresented faculty are 
being asked to take on and support them in managing workload by protecting them 
from overwork and/or exploitation. 

● Create meaningful paths to department leadership, ensuring that historically 
marginalized faculty are represented in such roles. 

● Develop structural means to ensure that underrepresented faculty have equitable 
access to and are actually receiving institutional support such as grants and other 
research support, course releases and adjusted load, preferred teaching assignments, 
and other advantages that enable faculty success.  

● Design reliable paths for faculty to reflect on and share their experiences and concerns 
as part of a regular climate assessment process.    

 
Integrate DEI into performance evaluations - Establish Department T&R criteria to support the 
evaluation of candidates’ engagement with diversity through teaching, scholarly activity or 
professional development, and service.  



 

Resources  
Advancing Diversity and Inclusion in Higher Education  
https://www2.ed.gov/rschstat/research/pubs/advancing-diversity-inclusion.pdf 
 
Diversity Doesn’t Stick Without Inclusion  
https://hbr.org/2017/02/diversity-doesnt-stick-without-inclusion 
 
Harvard Implicit Bias Association Test  
https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html 
 
How to Do a Better Job of Searching for Diversity  
https://www.chronicle.com/article/How-to-Do-a-Better-Job-of/237750 
 
Identifying and Avoiding Interview Biases 
http://training.hr.ufl.edu/resources/LeadershipToolkit/transcripts/Identifying_and_Avoiding_In
terview_Biases.pdf 
 
The Best Search Committees: https://www.chronicle.com/article/The-Best-Search-
Committees/238207 
 
Other institutional DEI faculty hiring toolkits: 
 

● University of California, Berkeley 
https://diversity.berkeley.edu/sites/default/files/recruiting_a_more_diverse_workforce
_uhs.pdf 	

 
● University of Massachusetts 

https://www.umass.edu/provost/resources/all-resources/academic-personnel/faculty-
hiring/faculty-search-activities-guide	

 
● University of Michigan  

https://advance.umich.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Handbook-for-Faculty-
Searches-and-Hiring.pdf  
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Appendix A: Signaling a Commitment to 
Diversity  

Faculty job ads should go beyond the mandatory EEO and affirmative action policy and should be written 
to encourage applications from a strong and diverse pool of candidates. More inclusive statements 
actually increase the overall quality and diversity of the pool, and they attract individuals from a variety 
of backgrounds that cut across race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, and class. For instance, advertisements 
can include the following to expand the inclusive language of advertisements:  

● “The Department is committed to increasing the diversity of the faculty, student body, and  
curriculum.”  

● “The Department is interested in candidates who have demonstrated ability to work with 
diverse populations.”  

● “The Department values diversity as a factor in academic excellence.”  
● “Positive consideration will be given to candidates with research agendas that enhance  

understanding of race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, ability, and other visible and invisible 
differences.”  

● “The Department values candidates who have experience working in settings with students from 
diverse backgrounds, and who possess a strong commitment to contributing to the success of 
historically underrepresented and underserved students.”  

● “The Department values candidates who have demonstrated ability to contribute to the 
inclusive excellence and diversity mission of the department, college, and university.”  

● “The Department is interested in candidates who have demonstrated a commitment to 
promoting diversity, inclusion, and an openness to multicultural and neurodiverse educational 
environments.”  

● “Positive consideration is given to candidates with a teaching, research and/or service record 
that encourages diversity of backgrounds, cultures, and perspectives of students.”  

● “A record of inclusive excellence and serving diverse populations in teaching, research and/or 
service is preferred.”  

● “A record demonstrating the pursuit of diversity and inclusive excellence is preferred.”  
● “A record of building diverse and effective collaborations in research, teaching and service is 

positively considered.”  
  



 

Appendix B: Avoiding Evaluation Bias  

Without clear and specific guidelines, evaluation criteria and priorities may shift in the process of the 
search, potentially disadvantaging some candidates. To avoid this, clear, explicit, prioritized evaluation 
criteria should be established before commencing the evaluation process.  An individual candidate 
should be evaluated by two or more search committee members based on established criteria.  
Evaluation criteria should not restrict the search beyond the scope stipulated in the job ad and charge of 
search.  

The search committee should develop an evaluation template for evaluating job candidates.  The 
ADVANCE site at the University of North Carolina - Charlotte provides several examples of rubrics used 
to evaluate candidates  (https://advance.uncc.edu/programming/programs/faculty-
recruitment/resources-search- 
committees-including-evaluation-rubrics).   



 

Appendix C: Conflicts of Interest and Faculty 
Recusals  

Faculty who have a potential conflict of interest with any candidates must disclose these relationships to 
the search committee, department chair, and dean. A potential conflict of interest includes both 
personal relationships and professional relationships.  A conflict of interest exists when a search 
committee member has (or appears to have) a familial, personal, professional, financial, or commercial 
relationship with a candidate that may compromise (or appear to compromise) the recruitment and 
selection process and outcome.  Professional relationships include (but are not limited to) mentoring, 
advising, publishing, and grant writing. 

The principles underlying the above prescription are simple:  

1. Neither professional nor personal relationships between applicants and evaluators should  
influence the committee member’s judgement or the direction of the recruitment and selection 
process/outcome.   

2. Neither professional nor personal relationships between applicants and evaluators should  
appear to influence the committee member’s judgement or the direction of the recruitment and 
selection process/outcome.  

3. When such relationships exist, the evaluator must disclose the relationship.  

Potential conflicts of interest between search committee members and applicants does  not mean that 
the members should be entirely excluded from the search process, but the potential conflict of interest 
must be disclosed and eliminated, mitigated, or managed.  

Guidance: 

● Search committee members engaged in a personal relationship with an applicant must disclose 
the relationship and must recuse him/herself from any deliberations involving that particular 
applicant. In most cases, a search committee member with a personal relationship with an 
applicant who has reached the shortlist should recuse him/herself from the committee’s work, 
including deliberations over other applicants.  

● Search committee members engaged in a professional relationship with an applicant must 
disclose the relationship and must recuse him/herself from any deliberations involving the 
applicant. A search committee member with a close professional relationship with an applicant 
who has reached the shortlist need not recuse him/herself from the committee’s work but 
should remove him/herself from all discussions of that applicant but may vote along with other 
department faculty on all applicants.  

● A search committee member with a distant professional relationship (few collaborations, 
collaborations older than five years, or collaborations on papers with very large numbers of co-



 

authors) with an applicant who has reached the shortlist need not recuse him/herself from the 
committee’s work and may participate in all discussions of that applicant and need not abstain 
from voting on any applicant. However, it is recommended that the relationship be disclosed.  



 

Appendix D: Advertising and Recruitment 
Activities  

To enlarge the pool of candidates, the position should be advertised locally, regionally and nationally in 
relevant print media, on professional listservs, and on internet sites that reach a diverse population, 
including those that make an effort to attract underutilized groups. This list should be provided to Human 
Resources with the hiring ad. 

The search committee should develop a plan for actively contacting appropriate individuals and 
institutions to recruit a strong and diverse pool. Steps to attract a talented, diverse  faculty pool include 
ongoing practices throughout the year, as well as active canvassing when a position is announced. 

Ongoing Practices 

● University-level recruiting at diversity-focused meetings such as the the Annual Institute on 
Teaching and Mentoring sponsored by the Compact for Faculty Diversity 

● Cultivating networks that could help to develop diverse applicant pools, such as our own 
doctoral recipients working at other institutions, the Black Doctoral Network, American 
Association of Hispanics in Higher Education, etc.  

● Developing diverse networks, including connecting with colleagues at historically Black Colleges 
and Universities (HBCUs),  Hispanic-serving institutions (HSIs), Native American-Serving, 
Nontribal Institutions, other Minority Serving Institutions, and diversity groups or committees 
within disciplinary professional societies  

● Attending and networking at professional diversity conferences. 
● Maintaining documentation of recruiting opportunities,  
● Maintaining a list of recommended websites, distribution lists, and print media for position 

advertisements. 

Canvassing Stage 

A  canvassing committee should be established, separate from the search committee, with the 
responsibility for encouraging a deep and diverse pool of applicants.  The canvassing committee can 
encourage a more diverse applicant pool by: 

● Directly contacting (calls, e-mails) experts in related  professional networks and senior faculty in 
allied fields who may be aware of prospective faculty entering or already in the field;  

● Developing a list of direct contacts and assigning outreach to members of the canvassing 
committee; 

● Documenting outreach efforts. 

 



 

Targeted advertising and recruiting 
In addition to advertising in traditional disciplinary online and print publications, a robust advertising 
plan should include targeted advertising to reach diverse audiences, for example: 

● Advertising in the Chronicle of Higher Education, Journal of Hispanic Higher Education, and 
Journal of Blacks in Higher Education, in addition to relevant disciplinary journals (See list at the 
end of this Appendix). 

● Announcing position openings in publications and websites that target relevant 
underrepresented populations, such as The National Registry of Diverse & Strategic Faculty, 
Diverse Issues in Higher Education, and The Hispanic Outlook in Higher Education  

● Directly contacting “pipeline” programs identified by the department and the Division of 
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion  

● Advertising via colleagues or department heads at minority serving institutions 
● Advertising with diversity-oriented professional organizations and conferences 
● Advertising with diversity networks within disciplinary societies via listservs, email groups, etc. 

 
Demographic Data of Candidate Pool: 
 
The Office of Employee Equity and Labor Relations can:  

● Provide advice including the use of diversity job boards, professional associations, 
listservs 

● Forward the *Search Committee Guide containing several diversity job boards and legal 
and illegal questions to be aware of in the appendix 

● Generate an Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) Report, midway through the 
recruitment process to provide applicant demographic data available through the Page 
Up/ Talent Management System (see example below) 

○ Based on the results, consider extending the Job Post Closing Date to expand the 
use of diversity job boards or other strategies such as diversity job fairs, and 
outreach 

○ Please Note: 
■ All applicants may not complete the demographic information. This 

information is submitted voluntarily by the applicant and is self-reported. 
■ Personal identifying information (name, address, etc.) does not 

accompany the report. 



 

 

 

Approval of the pool 

The applicant pool should be reviewed and approved by the dean prior to proceeding with the search.  
The diversity of the pool should be checked against the diversity of qualified applicants, and this should 
be documented as part of the search process.   

The Applicant EEO report should be submitted to the dean for approval prior to moving to the first 
round of interviews.  If the pool is not acceptable, the dean may request additional information on 
canvassing and advertising efforts and/or request the committee to engage in more active recruiting 
efforts prior to beginning the first round of interviews. 

 

 
  



 

 
Advertising 
Consider advertising on the following sites to encourage a more diverse pool of applicants. 
 

Academic Diversity Search 
 
www.academicdiversitysearch.com  

Academic Diversity Search, Inc. (ADS) is a nationwide employment 
resource specializing in connecting women and minorities with 
academic institutions that truly value diversity. Our expertise is in 
identifying highly skilled professionals who possess the experience, 
academic credentials, and commitment necessary for enhancing 
faculty, administrative, executive, scientific and technical staff. 
Leveraging the experience and success of over a dozen years of 
diversity recruitment, ADS is dedicated to providing the perfect vehicle 
for candidates and employers to connect with each other. 

Asians in Higher Ed 
 
https://www.asiansinhighered.com/ 

Asians in Higher Education Network is the #1 place to find jobs and 
careers at colleges and universities. For employers, we are the 
affordable, highly-effective recruitment solution that helps colleges 
and universities find and recruit top professors, administrators, 
chancellors, presidents, adjunct instructors, financial aid officers, and 
other academic professionals to work at their institutions. 

Diverse Issues in Higher Education  
 
https://jobs.diversejobs.net/ 

We are the job site of Diverse: Issues In Higher Education, the premier 
news source reporting on diversity and inclusion for more than 30 
years! We are a trusted source for diverse job seekers! Colleges, 
universities, and higher education recruitment agencies in the US, 
Canada, and across the globe turn to us to reach a larger and more 
concentrated pool of qualified diverse candidates - reaching the 
"ideal" candidate is our specialty. 

Equal Opportunity Publications, Inc. 

https://www.eop.com/career.php 

Welcome to EOP's Diversity and Inclusion Career Center; a premier 
diversity online job board. We connect employers dedicated to hiring a 
diversified workforce with qualified job seekers in all career 
backgrounds. This is your opportunity to find your perfect job from 
thousands of current openings. Employers can access qualified diverse 
job candidates instantly! 

Higher Ed Jobs Online  
 
https://www.higheredjobs.com/ 

HigherEdJobs is the leading source for jobs and career information in 
academia. More colleges and universities trust HigherEdJobs to recruit 
faculty and administrators than any other source. Each month our site 
is visited by more than 1.5 million higher education professionals who 
rely not only on our comprehensive list of jobs, but also on our news 
and career advice. 

Hispanic Outlook on Higher Education 
 
https://www.hispanicoutlookjobs.co
m/ 

The Hispanic Outlook on Education (HO) is a national monthly 
magazine that provides education news, innovations, networking, 
resources and the latest trends impacting students from kindergarten 
through graduate school all while maintaining a unique Hispanic 
perspective. Originally entitled The Hispanic Outlook in Higher 
Education, HO has provided a pipeline delivering nationwide news 
about multicultural accomplishments and challenges in classrooms for 



 

more than 28 years. 

IM Diversity  
 
https://imdiversity.com/ 

IMDiversity.com is dedicated to providing career and self-development 
information to all minorities, specifically African Americans, Asian 
Americans, and Pacific Islander populations 

Journal of Blacks in Higher Education  

https://www.jbhe.com/ 

The Journal of Blacks in Higher Education is a former academic journal, 
now an online magazine, for African Americans working in academia in 
the United States 

Native Americans in Academia 

https://nativeamericansinacademia.c
om/  

NativeAmericansInAcademia.com is committed to helping native 
American professionals’ faculty, staff, administrators, and high-level 
executives succeed in finding jobs and careers in higher education. 

University Jobs 

https://www.universityjobs.com/site
/aboutus 

UniversityJobs.com’s mission is to help find the best match for colleges 
and universities with the most qualified candidates. 
UniversityJobs.com supports equity, diversity, and inclusion in 
academia. 

Women for Hire 

http://womenforhire.com/ 

Founded in 1999 as the first and only company devoted to a 
comprehensive array of recruitment services for women, Women For 
Hire offers online career fairs, inspiring speeches and seminars, and 
customized marketing programs. Our website, womenforhire.com, 
offers a wide variety of career-related information and videos geared 
to working women, and an online job board that helps leading 
employers connect with top-notch professional women in all fields 

Women in Higher Education  

https://www.wihe.com/ 

To provide women on campus with practical ideas and insights to be 
more effective in their careers and lives. We want women in higher 
education to gain the power they need to win respect, influence 
others, sell ideas and take their rightful place in leading society. 
 
Our goal is to enlighten, encourage, empower and enrage women on 
campus as well as to win the acceptance of women in higher 
education and our larger culture. 

 

  



 

Appendix E: Interview Questions to Incorporate 
DEI into Candidate Assessment  

A candidate’s proficiency in diversity and inclusion concepts can be ascertained in the interview process. 
Every interview should include one or more questions that assess a candidate’s understanding of 
diversity. As with all questions, ny DEI-based questions should be asked consistently across all 
candidates’ interviews for a given search. 

Examples of diversity and inclusion questions include (from Portland State University):  
● Please describe how you would work to create a campus and learning environment that is 

welcoming, inclusive, and increasingly diverse. 
● Describe how you, as a faculty member, function and communicate effectively and respectfully 

within the context of varying beliefs, behaviors, and backgrounds. 
● What opportunities have you had working and collaborating in diverse, multicultural and 

inclusive settings. What have you learned from those opportunities? 
● What is your definition of diversity? How do you encourage people to honor the uniqueness of 

each individual? How do you challenge stereotypes and promote sensitivity and inclusion?  
● Describe your experience in serving or teaching underrepresented communities. 
● Describe a situation in which you utilized your multicultural skills to solve a problem.  
● Tell us about a time when you changed your style to work more effectively with a person from a 

different background.  
● Tell us about a time you took responsibility/accountability for an action that may have been 

offensive to the recipient and how you did that. 
● Give an example of a time when you could not be tolerant of another person’s point of view.  
● How would you work with people under your supervision to foster a climate receptive to 

diversity in the department, the curriculum, staff meetings, printed materials, initiatives, etc.?  
● Suppose that in working with a University unit you discover a pervasive belief that diversity and 

excellence are somehow in conflict. How do you conceptualize the relationship between 
diversity and excellence? What kinds of leadership efforts are needed to encourage a 
commitment to excellence through diversity?  

● When interacting with a person from a different culture than your own, how do you ensure that 
communication is effective?   



 

Appendix F: Reference-Check Checklist  

● The hiring ad should specify when references will be contacted.  For example, some searches 
may specify that the references will be contacted automatically when the application is 
submitted.   Alternatively, if the references will be checked at a later stage, the ad should specify 
that the candidate will be informed prior to contacting references.    

● Reference letters should be requested at the stage of the search when they will be used.  For 
example, if reference letters will only be reviewed for short list candidates, they should not be 
requested automatically at the time of application.  

● If the committee feels that additional references are needed, it is recommended that they ask 
the candidate for additional references who could speak to specific types of experiences or 
abilities.   

● The committee should not seek references from individuals not on the original or additional 
reference list provided by the candidate. 

● Ensure that all references are individuals who have worked with the candidate in a professional 
capacity and who are not relatives or close friends of the candidate.  

● Ensure that at least one reference is a former or current supervisor of the candidate.  
● References for internal applicants and external applicants should be handled in the same 

manner. 
● Ask probing questions covering areas such as:  

○ whether the candidate possesses the knowledge, skills, and abilities needed for this 
position.  This should include questions about the candidate’s ability to support the 
department’s DEI efforts. 

○ how well the candidate works with others, manages conflict, handles professional 
relationships, etc. 

○ whether the candidate is eligible for rehire and why the candidate left the position in 
question.  

● Document all reference-checking activities in the official search file.  
  



 

PROCEDURE FOR ELECTIONS OF DEPARTMENT 
CHAIRPERSONS 

 
 
Elections for all department chairpersons are to be held during the spring semester.  
Elections must be in accord with University Senate policy and the State/Union 
Agreement.  All elections must be completed and reported to the appropriate Dean and 
the University Senate office by April 30. 
 
Only the following are PEOPLE ELIGIBLE TO VOTE: 

§ All tenured and tenure-track faculty, including those on leave. 
§ All full-time professional staff assigned to a department, including those on leave. 
§ All professional staff assigned to an academic department, including those on 

leave. 
§ Lecturers will be eligible to vote for, but not serve as chair. 
§ ¾ time faculty who have served in the department for at least two consecutive 

semesters immediately before the election will be eligible to vote for, but not 
serve as chair. 

§ Faculty on full-time alternate out-of-unit assignments are NOT eligible to vote. 
 
Candidates for department chair should, but are not required to be tenured, ideally at 
the highest rank to which they can be promoted. 
 
Each election shall be by secret ballot and shall “be conducted in a formal, 
unquestionable procedure so that it will ensure a fair and just expression of each 
department member’s preference.”  The elections are to be conducted by an odd-
numbered election committee of the department.  This committee will prepare ballots, 
make all other arrangements necessary for the balloting, EVEN IF THERE IS NO 
DECLARED OPPOSITION, and open and count ballots at the ballot box. 
 
The ballot box is to be resealed and taken by members of the election committee to the 
office of the appropriate Academic Dean where it will be stored.   
 
In any department, the election committee may request that a committee of the 
University Senate supervise election procedures.  No member of that committee may be 
a member of the department conducting the election. Additionally, the Senate can 
design an anonymous, online ballot. 
 
The person receiving a majority (ONE MORE THAN 50 PERCENT) of ALL ELIGIBLE 
VOTERS of a department shall be declared elected.  The term of office for all newly-
elected or re-elected chairpersons shall be three (3) years starting July 1st. 
 
In the event that no candidate receives a majority of the votes of those eligible, a run-off 
election will be held. This could be the case if: 
* There is an election of three or more candidates, in which case the two candidates 
receiving the greatest number of votes will participate in the run-off election. 
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* There is an election of two or more candidates and they receive an equal number of 
votes. In this case, a run-off between the same candidates will be held. This may be 
repeated in the case of another tie, or the department may vote to have the Dean or 
Vice President/Provost appoint a temporary chair as detailed below. 
 
In the event that an election result is contested, or called into question by a department 
member, upon his/her formal written complaint to the Vice President/Provost within ten 
(10) days of the election, the Vice President/Provost or the appropriate Academic Dean 
will, in the presence of the complainant and the department election committee, re-open 
and cause to be recounted the ballots cast in the election.  If this does not satisfy the 
complainant, the Vice-President/Provost may call for another election, which will then be 
held under his/her supervision.  The Vice President/Provost may request that the 
University Senate also send a representative to aid in conducting the election.  The Vice 
President/Provost may not in any way attempt to influence the outcome of this election.  
The Vice President/Provost’s sole concern will be with the election procedures.  No 
further appeals may be made following this election. 
 
If a chairperson cannot be elected from among department members, the department 
may seek a chairperson outside the immediate department.  In the event the 
department is unable to elect a chairperson, the department may then, by simple 
majority, vote to have the appropriate Academic Dean or the Vice President/Provost 
appoint a temporary chairperson for no more than one (1) year. 
 
In the event that a chairperson resigns before the end of his or her term an election will 
be held according to the guidelines above. The person elected will then serve out the 
remainder of the term of the departing chairperson. In the event that a new department 
is created, a chair will be elected immediately from among the members who will 
constitute that department, and that chair will serve for three years.  In the event that a 
new department is created from a merger or restructuring of two or more departments, a 
chair will be elected immediately from among the members who will constitute that 
department, and that chair will serve for three years. 
  



 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS  
THE MEDALLION AWARDS GUIDELINES 

 
What is a Medallion Award? 
A large, engraved medallion given as recognition to a GRADUATING STUDENT who has 
achieved excellence in a curricular area or a special area. The student receives NO monetary gift 
with the engraved medallion. 
 
What kinds of medallions exist? 

● Academic excellence medallions, which are given for excellence in academic areas 
● Recognition and service medallions, which are awarded for university or community 

service, leadership, and scholarship 
 
Who qualifies for a medallion? 
  
Graduating seniors, master’s students, or doctoral students who meet the criteria set by the 
sponsoring department, individual or organization. Typically, one award is given per department 
or specialization. The student MUST be graduating in May 2021 or Summer 2021, or 
graduated in December 2020. 
 
Who selects the recipient? 
 
The department or organization selects the student. Their selection goes to the University 
Medallion Coordinators. Lauren Banko (banko@rowan.edu) and Jesse Melvin 
(melvinj@rowan.edu). Any changes to an award’s name or criteria must be approved by the two 
coordinators. 
 
Who pays for the medallion? 
 
The sponsoring department, individual, memorial fund, or student organization. 
 
How are the recipients honored?  
 
All colleges will honor their respective award winners in the way they choose. There is no 
university-wide event. If your event is scheduled in March or April, please notify the medallion 
coordinators early. 
 
How much is a medallion? 
 
$5000 for a new perpetual award (which will be given every year). The yearly option is not 
available.  
 
How does the sponsor pay? 



 

 
If your award is perpetual, you do NOT need to pay anything. 
If the award is NOT perpetual: 
Fill out the Sponsor form. Make your check payable to Rowan University Medallion Awards. 
(Rowan Global Funds may be used). Send by date to be determined.  
 

➢ If we do not receive the money by the stated deadline, the award will not be 
processed. 

➢ If we do not receive the selection form by date to be determined, the award will not 
be ready for you to give by the date you want it. You will receive it after 
Commencement. 

 
We have an award established. What next? 
 

1. Review the general selection policies (see page 3). 
2. Read the Award description and criteria on your individualized selection form.  
3. Meet with your department to discuss candidates. Select one Award winner. 
4. Fill out the selection form. No other documentation is required. 
5. Return form by date to be determined. You will receive prior notification of your 

Medallion contact person. 
 
Can two people get the same award? 
 
Not usually. However, if you can’t break a tie between two students, and you decide to give two 
awards, the second award will be treated as a NEW medallion for one year only, which will then 
require a $300 sponsorship fee. 
 
Other Questions? 
 
Feel free to contact Medallion coordinators Jesse Melvin (melvinj@rowan.edu) or Lauren Banko 
(banko@rowan.edu). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Selection Policies & Guidelines for Medallions 
 



 

1. All new medallion awards must be presented with description and guidelines to the Medallion 
Coordinators for review and approval. If a department or specialization already has the same 
award in place, a duplicate award will not be approved. 
2. Selections by departments must have the concurrence of a majority. Exception: If the criteria 
result in a clear-cut winner, then the majority rule isn’t applicable. For example, the criteria may 
state the person must have the highest GPA in the program. No vote would be necessary in that 
situation. 
3. The Medallion Awards are limited to senior or graduate students who: 

● will graduate in the spring of the current academic year, or  
● graduated in the fall of the current academic year, or 
● graduated the summer preceding the current academic year 

 
  Any special or extenuating circumstances must be discussed with the committee. If an 

individual selected for an award is ineligible to graduate or does not meet the set criteria, the 
award will not be given to that individual. The department will be asked to make another 
selection. 

 
4. The selection form must be filled out and returned to the Medallion Coordinators by date to 

be determined. Any changes must be approved by the Medallion Coordinators. 
 
5. Nominations by student groups for departmental medallions are limited to those 
    memorializing deceased or retired faculty members or deceased students. 
 
6. Medallion awards that do not adhere to the established criteria, guidelines, and deadlines will 

NOT be given in the name of the University. 
 
7. If your department or organization is NOT selecting a recipient this year, please notify the 

Medallion Coordinators as soon as possible. 
 
8. If the sponsor’s check or internal transfer of money is not received by the deadline, the 
    Medallion will not be given. Please contact the Medallion Coordinators to communicate 

extenuating circumstances. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You can get a list of all your majors through Banner. 
 
1. Log in, then choose Faculty and Advisors. 
2. Choose Automated Enrollment Management Services. 
3. Choose Curriculum Tally. 
4. Choose Term. 



 

5. For Selection, choose Major (in most cases). 
6. Choose your College. 
7. Click Generate Tally. 
8. Select the Majors you want. 
9. Then select “Export Details.” This will download an Excel list of all your majors. Organize it 

any way you want. For instance, organizing by grade level, then GPA, is helpful. If you are 
using a Mac, you may need to drag the icon onto Excel for it to work. 

 
➢ Please do not send resumes or letters with academic medallion forms.  
➢ Please meet the deadline. If you miss the deadline, the medallion may not be ready for 

presentation until after commencement. 
 

DEADLINE: Tuesday, March 2nd, 2021 
 

2021 Medallion Selection Form 
Joseph Robert Sorelle Scholar-Athlete Award for the College 

of Business 

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 

Department: All 
 
 

Below are the description and criteria set up by your department. 
The student MUST be graduating in upcoming May or Summer, or have graduated this past December. 

 

Joseph Robert Sorelle Scholar-Athlete 
Award for the College of Business
 
PERPETUAL 
This award honors the memory of Joseph Robert Sorelle, an alumnus of the Class 
of 1988. He was an account- ing major, passed the CPA exam the first time, then 
went on to law school and was a member of the Pennsylvania and New Jersey Bars. 
The sponsors are Dr. George Romeo and Mr. Anthony J. Lisa. 
Criteria: 
Business student who is also a varsity letter winner. If more than one, highest GPA. 

 
 



 

 
 
 
 

1 Name of Recipient: 

  
Address of Recipient: 

   ID #   
  

   Date of Graduation  
  

   GPA   
  

 
 
 

  

2 Department Contact   

  
 

 

If your department is giving out the award at a department event separate 
from commencement, please designate the date you will need the medallion:  
  

 

If no specific date is given, your award will be 
delivered to your college in time for 
commencement. 
 
 

Please return by Tuesday, March 2 to Jesse Melvin, Medallion Awards Coordinator, 

at melvinj@rowan.edu.                       
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Code of Ethics 
Faculty and Professional Staff 


Rowan University 
 


Preamble 
 
The Code of Ethics is a set of standards for professional ethics in teaching, research, 
and business activities which all members of the AFT Local 2373 bargaining unit are 
expected to maintain. In order to guarantee all faculty and professional staff the right to 
confidentiality and due process, application of the Code of Ethics will be in accordance 
with procedures approved by the University Senate. 
 
Matters of law or contract shall take precedence over the Code of Ethics. Furthermore, 
the university administration also has recognized responsibilities in matters of 
professional ethics. 
 


Code of Ethics 
 
Note: Order of listings does not imply degree of severity. 
 


I. Commitment to the Students - The faculty/professional staff member: 
A. encourages the free pursuit of learning; 
B. encourages students to study varying points of view and respects 


students’ rights to form their own views; 
C. demonstrates respect for the student as an individual and adheres to the 


proper role as intellectual guide and counselor; 
D. deals justly and considerately with each student; 
E. respects the confidential nature of the relationship between 


faculty/professional staff member and student; 
F. avoids exploitation of students for private advantage; 
G. respects all students, regardless of race, creed, color, national origin, 


religion, nationality, age, sex/gender, sexual orientation, disability, or other 
protected status; 


H. when necessary, shares with appropriate individuals information about 
students’ educational needs, and willingly makes full classroom and/or 
individual accommodations when receiving an Accommodation Letter from 
the Academic Success Center and Disability Services;  


I. seeks constantly to improve the quality of evidence-based instruction, 
enhance learning facilities and opportunities, and be inclusive of all 
learners; and 







J. gives proper recognition and acknowledgment of contributions by students 
to one’s teaching, research, and business activities. 


 
II. Commitment to the Institution - The faculty/professional staff member: 


A. observes the policies, procedures, and regulations of the institution while 
retaining the opportunity to dissent; 


B. acts responsibly in the development and implementation of policies 
affecting the institution; 


C. brings serious violations of professional conduct to the attention of the 
appropriate authorities; and 


D. uses educational, research, and business facilities for intended purposes 
consistent with applicable policies and regulations. 


 
III. Commitment to Colleagues and the Profession - The faculty/professional 


staff member: 
A. respects and defends the right of free inquiry of one’s associates; 
B. shows respect for the opinions of others; 
C. fulfills academic and professional obligations; 
D. strives to be objective in the professional judgment of colleagues; 
E. accepts one’s share of faculty/professional staff responsibility for the 


governance of the institution; 
F. keeps trust under which confidential information is exchanged; 
G. aspires to conform to the highest standards of honesty, integrity, and 


objectivity in research, scholarly, and creative activities; 
H. follows accepted discipline and profession specific conduct of research 


and scholarly activities; 
I. exercises critical self-discipline and judgment in using, extending, and 


transmitting a colleague’s personal information; and 
J. respects all colleagues, regardless of race, creed, color, national origin, 


religion, nationality, age, sex/gender, sexual orientation, disability, or other 
protected status. 


 
IV. Commitment to Professional Employment Practices - The 


faculty/professional staff member: 
A. conducts professional matters through recognized appropriate channels; 
B. accepts no gratuities or gifts that might influence one’s judgment in the 


exercise of one’s professional duties; 
C. develops and improves one’s scholarly competence; 
D. does not knowingly or intentionally engage in activity that impairs the 


effectiveness of one’s professional duties; and 







E. adheres to the conditions of a contract or to the terms of an appointment 
until either has been terminated legally or by mutual consent. 


 
Approved by Senate 1/22/93 
Amended by Senate 5/15/02 
Revised by Senate Professional Ethics and Welfare Committee 3/26/2021 








Senate Curriculum Report – April 16, 2021 
Prepared by Marci Carrasquillo on behalf of the Senate Curriculum Committee 


 
 
The following major proposals from the College of Business are being submitted for Senate Approval: 
 


Proposal # Department Process Type Proposal 


 
5603432 


   


Management and 
Entrepreneurship   New Degree/Program 


 
Graduate Concentration in Human Resource Management 


https://onbase.rowan.edu/AppNetForms/docpop/docpop.aspx?docid=5603432&chksum=b6b5b06f399223bd7f2601ff3ce9638f86483ce3ce9d9ff2b592e65054ef86ad 


Lead Sponsor: Joel Rudin 
 


“Human resource management is the science of maximizing employee potential through state-of-the-art recruitment, selection, development, and reward systems […]  
there are almost 200,000 human resource managers in the United States and job growth is expected to be faster than average according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
so should our graduates choose to specialize in human resource management they will have ample opportunities to do so. […] The [proposed 9 s.h.] Human Resource 
Management concentration represents the only way for Rowan MBA students to learn about this subject, and only four other universities in New Jersey offer similar 
programs within their MBA degrees. What distinguishes us from our in-state competitors is that we are allied with a nationally ranked undergraduate program in human 
resource management (#21 in the country according to study.com), therefore our graduates should attract a relatively high level of interest from employers due to our 
growing national reputation in this field.” 
 


 
 
The following major proposals from the College of Education are being submitted for Senate Approval: 
 


Proposal # Department Process Type Proposal 


 
5494303 


  
STEAM Education  New Degree/Program 


  
Certificate of Graduate Study (COGS) in Adapted Physical Activity 


https://onbase.rowan.edu/AppNetForms/docpop/docpop.aspx?docid=5494303&chksum=fdf592120b9bf78c7d6aec04c94134cd5fa045d39944c330e795534b012f2980 


Lead Sponsor: Maria Lepore-Stevens 
 


“Presently the number of individuals and youth with disabilities in K-16 educational and professional environments is growing and it is imperative that equitable access 
and quality educational experiences for all. The [proposed 12 s.h.] COGS in APA would create professional and initial teacher candidates with the ability to design 
physical activity programs for individuals, from birth to 21 years of age, inclusive of early intervention, special education, and related services, designed to meet their 
individual needs […] This program would support the continuing education of Rowan students who have obtained Bachelor’s degrees in Health and Physical 
Education, Exercise Science, and Inclusive Education. Additionally, this program would be an avenue for current practitioners in the fields of health and physical 
education, personal training, orientation and mobility, special education, physical therapy, and occupational therapy to gain continuing education and certification in 
adapted physical activity. 
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The following major proposals from the College of Engineering are being submitted for Senate Approval: 
 


Proposal # Department Process Type Proposal 


 
5600559 


 


Mechanical 
Engineering New Degree/Program 


 
Certificate of Undergraduate Study (CUGS) in Soft Robotics 


https://onbase.rowan.edu/AppNetForms/docpop/docpop.aspx?docid=5600559&chksum=7494d8beba66cbd9e71cfc90328f05e697c7944fdfee8f8fce4fc6ff7777cb85 


Lead Sponsor: Wei Xue 
 


The proposed 12-13 s.h. “CUGS in Soft Robotics will offer students an opportunity to learn the concepts, principles, systems, and applications of soft robotics. […] 
This CUGS will be attractive to students who already have fundamental knowledge in Mechanical Engineering and Electrical & Computer Engineering, but may need 
additional skills and formal education in the field of Soft Robotics. While there is a significant growth in research on Soft Robotics in the last decade, the introduction 
of related courses in undergraduate and graduate level curriculum has been gradual with only a few US universities offering related courses or concentrations. […] 
Having a CUGS in Soft Robotics will expose our students to the latest knowledge in the field of Robotics and Soft Robotics; it will also help them explore related 
academic areas of interest and prepare them for their professional futures. Completion of this CUGS will provide students with the necessary tools required by the 
interdisciplinary field of mechatronics, robotics, and automation, which is one of the fastest growing sectors today and for the foreseeable future.” 
 


 
 


Proposal # Department Process Type Proposal 


5600525   Mechanical 
Engineering   New Degree/Program  


  
Certificate of Undergraduate Study (CUGS) in Mechatronics 


https://onbase.rowan.edu/AppNetForms/docpop/docpop.aspx?docid=5600525&chksum=b695da463dce13dc84c5c48c6b2060eda03fe6be7a0cf6fbb7d464d536dd16a8 


Lead Sponsor: Hong Zhang  
 


The proposed 12-13 s.h. “CUGS in Mechatronics will offer the students an opportunity to increase their breadth and depth of knowledge on Mechatronics, a fast-
evolving and highly demanded field that has wide applications in all disciplines of engineering.  […] This CUGS will be attractive to students who already have 
fundamental knowledge in Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, or Computer Science/Engineering, but may need additional skills and formal education in 
the field of Mechatronics. Within the New Jersey state and the greater Philadelphia region, Mechatronics or similar program is widely offered by the engineering 
schools because of the high demand from the industry. For example, Villanova University and Stevens Institute of Technology both offer Mechatronics minors, 
University of Pennsylvania offers a Dynamics, Controls, and Robotics Concentration, while Drexel University offers a minor in Robotics and Automation. […] 
Completion of this CUGS will provide students with the necessary tools required by the interdisciplinary field of mechatronics, robotics, and automation, which is one 
of the fastest growing sectors today and the foreseeable future. We therefore anticipate that the students with this CUGS will be career-ready and in high demand by the 
industry upon completion. […] This CUGS emphasize the integration of electronic sensors/actuators and microprocessors into mechanical devices.” 
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The following major proposals from the College of Engineering are being submitted for Senate Approval: 
 


Proposal # Department Process Type Proposal 


 
5611957 


   


  Civil and 
Environmental 


Engineering 
New Degree/Program  


 
Certificate of Graduate Studies (COGS) in Environmental Engineering 


https://onbase.rowan.edu/AppNetForms/docpop/docpop.aspx?docid=5611957&chksum=72d9b05c136179cf21c6b11c9b222177ba16f4fdd39c748c57b76fdb3e49abee 


Lead Sponsor: William Riddell 
  


“Undergraduate students regularly express interest in working full time and pursuing a part time coursework-only MS degree after completing their BS degree.  
However, the pace of part-time graduate study in engineering is typically 2 courses per year (1 per semester), meaning a part time, coursework only MS degree will 
take five years to complete. The proposed [12 s.h.] COGS provides a viable credential that can be obtained through part time study in two years. We feel the 
intermediate goal will encourage students to a) start part time graduate study immediately upon graduation, and b) choose to study at Rowan as opposed to other nearby 
programs such as Drexel.  Four additional courses in a focused topic will make students more valuable to employees by increasing the range of projects they can work 
on or lead due to specific topics as well as a larger theoretical background in the subject matter at large. […] The COGS will be a particular boost to professionals in the 
field of Environmental Engineering that have worked for several years and have obtained their professional license or are preparing to sit for the Professional 
Engineering Exam, but have not yet started a MS degree.” 
 


 
 
The following major proposals from the College of Humanities and Social Sciences are being submitted for Senate Approval: 
 


Proposal # Department Process Type Proposal 


 
5583622 


   


 Sociology and 
Anthropology  New Degree/Program 


 
Certificate of Graduate Study (COGS) in Social Science Research 


https://onbase.rowan.edu/AppNetForms/docpop/docpop.aspx?docid=5583622&chksum=e19b24273acab2e485a2095e13c3b1eb7c9a0cb3dfe8eb826d59bdb3f0b00ab3 


Lead Sponsor: Harriet Hartman   
  


“The qualitative and quantitative methods of social science enable researchers to collect data, prepare it for analysis, analyze and interpret it, providing empirical 
evidence of social phenomena and trends. Social scientists who master these methodological tools of research and analysis are able to consult, advise, advocate, and 
lead in the interests of harnessing social forces for the collective good at many levels and in many areas of the labor market. The [proposed 9 s.h.] COGS in Social 
Science Research provides training in both qualitative and quantitative methods as well as integrating these two approaches to enrich research conclusions and 
applications. Many employment opportunities for sociology majors require this expertise, and completion of the COGS will provide documentation of advanced 
graduate training. As research is one of the driving forces for engaging in evidence-based policy-making and strategies, it is therefore a pillar of all social groups, be 
they a single non-profit organization, a government agency, or multinational corporation. Social science positions are projected to grow at a rate of 11% in the coming 
decade, and they all incorporate some element of social science research.”  
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The following major proposals from the College of Humanities and Social Sciences are being submitted for Senate Approval: 
 


Proposal # Department Process Type Proposal 


  5584208     Sociology and 
Anthropology  New Degree/Program 


  
Certificate of Graduate Study (COGS) in Social Thought 


https://onbase.rowan.edu/AppNetForms/docpop/docpop.aspx?docid=5584208&chksum=e5b2019d40f88d7298b44c1f558bd124942b8764965a389a84109a21f5ef9199 


Lead Sponsor:  Harriet Hartman 
   


The proposed 9 s.h. “COGS in Social Thought is designed to provide in-depth understanding of sociological theoretical models that have been developed to understand 
how individuals interact in group settings, from the smallest micro level of dyads and small families, to the organizational level, to the macro level of nations and 
societies. Sociologists who master these theoretical models are able to conceptualize how social groups function and what kinds of social problems arise at each of 
these levels, and therefore are equipped to consult, advise, advocate, and lead in the interests of understanding social functioning and social change for the collective 
good at many levels (micro, organizational, national and global) and in many settings. […] The certification will supplement students' documentation of marketable 
skills, which will be a COGS stackable to complete the anticipated MA in Sociology or supplemental to other graduate students' programs. Because of its integration 
into the MA in Sociology, it contributes to Rowan's affordability and accessibility pillars, allowing students to receive a marketable certificate of study which can then 
apply to the more extensive MA program in Sociology.”  
 


 
 


Proposal # Department Process Type Proposal 


  5586328  History New Degree/Program  


 


 
Certificate of Undergraduate Study (CUGS) in NJ Amistad Law: African-American Studies  


for Future Educators  
https://onbase.rowan.edu/AppNetForms/docpop/docpop.aspx?docid=5586328&chksum=665cfbec98d6fe47141763a82eb631cb70d05092aa27859e3760b022fb3631df 


Lead Sponsor: Chanelle Rose 
    
  


“Over the past several years, the state of New Jersey has increased its efforts to support the implementation of the 2002 Amistad Bill, which requires New Jersey 
schools to incorporate African American history into their social studies curriculum. […] Graduates of [the proposed 12 s.h. CUGS] program will develop the content 
knowledge to not only create dynamic and creative lesson plans on African American history but also teach racial literacy (e.g., antiracism, systemic racism, and 
intersectionality). This knowledge will enable education graduates to meet the requirements of the Amistad law and the new state mandates to overcome one of the 
major obstacles to its implementation: lack of content knowledge among education majors and public-school teachers.”  
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The following major proposals from the College of Science and Mathematics are being submitted for Senate Approval: 
 


Proposal # Department Process Type Proposal 


   
5585095 


 
  Psychology New Degree/Program 


 
[Undergraduate] Concentration in Behavioral Neurosciences 


https://onbase.rowan.edu/AppNetForms/docpop/docpop.aspx?docid=5585095&chksum=6f659f0e125c5221bde4b352a92bb1181af73482fef9ef8ca5dec753895aae0b 


Lead Sponsor: Gerald Hough 
 


The proposed 15 s.h. “program will establish a concentration to provide students with the necessary background to succeed in neuroscience-related psychology fields, 
with a solid foundation in behavioral neuroscience. […] Neuroscience as a field was founded at the nexus of both Biological Sciences and Psychology, and has grown 
to encompass Engineering, Chemistry, Physics, Economics, and other fields. In southern New Jersey, there are many prominent pharmaceutical and biotech companies 
that are always seeking trained and qualified college graduates to fill key positions in research laboratories. These companies include Baxter, Abbott, Bristol-Meyers 
Squibb, Whatman1 Becton Dickenson, and Merck.  This program will prepare students with the necessary knowledge and skills needed to have a competitive 
advantage seeking and maintaining these types of jobs.  Despite the high demand for properly trained graduates in both industry and in the health professions, there are 
no undergraduate neuroscience programs in south New Jersey. This Concentration would provide a unique opportunity to provide training and experience in an area 
underserved in this field.” 
 


 
 
The following major proposals from the School of Health Professions are being submitted for Senate Approval: 
 


Proposal # Department Process Type Proposal 


 
5580432 


 


Health and 
Exercise Science  New Degree/Program  


 
MS in Health Equity 


https://onbase.rowan.edu/AppNetForms/docpop/docpop.aspx?docid=5580432&chksum=d07efd8259381db58daad0466e23a1a5e31f4623091107986de16ad705a8773b 


Lead Sponsor: Leslie Spencer 
  


The proposed 30 s.h. “M.S. in Health Equity prepares public health, health care, and social services professionals with the research knowledge and skills to work 
collaboratively with organizations to identify health disparities and promote health equity in urban and rural communities. Graduates are able to collaborate with 
community organizations to identify gaps in health-related programs and services for at-risk communities and develop interventions to meet those needs.  They are able 
to achieve this using the research and data analysis skills needed to make evidence-informed decisions regarding policies and programs that will effectively address 
issues of health disparities and promote health equity.”   
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The following major proposals from the School of Health Professions are being submitted for Senate Approval: 
 


Proposal # Department Process Type Proposal 


5579658     Health and 
Exercise Science  New Degree/Program 


  
Minor in Nutrition 


https://onbase.rowan.edu/AppNetForms/docpop/docpop.aspx?docid=5579658&chksum=f6895844d4fd702e04281d1f2871f3bd498c93030d189cb37f18be668898a603 
Lead Sponsor: Leslie Spencer 


 
The proposed 18 s.h. “minor in Nutrition provides a foundational level of knowledge in nutrition that will be valuable to any health professional who works with 
individual patients/clients or with community groups to improve their quality of life.  Students who aspire to be Physicians, Nurses, Physical Therapists, Occupational 
Therapists, Exercise Physiologists, Public Health Educators and other health-care professionals will find the minor in nutrition to be an asset to their professional 
preparation.  Likewise, students preparing to enter the food science industry will find a foundational knowledge base in nutrition to be of benefit as they pursue careers 
related to the creation of food products.”  


 
Proposal # Department Process Type Proposal 


 
5589239 


 
Nursing   New Degree/Program  


  
Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study (CAGS) in Psychiatric Mental Health  


Nurse Practitioner 
https://onbase.rowan.edu/AppNetForms/docpop/docpop.aspx?docid=5589239&chksum=e8d6e609b435860e8e9f2b74cd18f5bf6916e08dc832c7ae5ffc06e118d195ce 


Lead Sponsor: Mary Ellen Santucci 
 


The proposed (minimum 12 s.h.) “program is needed in order to allow post graduate nurses the ability to become nurse practitioners or allow a nurse practitioner the 
ability to obtain additional certification which will allow them to work in different areas of practice.  According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, ‘Overall employment 
of nurse anesthetists, nurse midwives, and nurse practitioners is projected to grow 45 percent from 2019 to 2029, much faster than the average for all occupations. 
Growth will occur primarily because of an increased emphasis on preventive care and demand for healthcare services from an aging population’ 
(https://www.bls.gov/ooh/healthcare/nurse-anesthetists-nurse-midwives-and-nurse-practitioners.htm). According to the Robert Graham Center, there will be a need for 
an additional 1,116 primary care physicians in NJ by 2030 (https://www.graham-center.org/content/dam/rgc/documents/maps-data-tools/state-collections/workforce-
projections/New%20Jersey.pdf). In its 2019 policy document, the NJ Collaborating Center for Nursing suggest that advanced practice nurses, including NPs, can help 
close the primary care gap (http://www.njccn.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/APN-Policy-Analysis-from-NJCCN.pdf).  An effective and efficient way to address this 
need is through a post-Masters certificate program in specific NP areas. Completing a post-master's program of study will prepare graduates to take the certification 
exam in that practice area. In addition, students who graduate with a particular patient focus may want to switch areas of employment.  Getting this certification would 
allow them to change career focus without obtaining a whole new degree.  For example, a Family Nurse Practitioner who is working in an outpatient setting like a 
traditional doctor office may want to work as a Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner in a hospital setting.  They would need a new certification in order to do so 
and this program is an efficient, accessible and affordable way to obtain the academic credentials needed to take the certification exam.  The proposed CAGS compares 
favorably with similar programs at peer institutions, being the most accessible and affordable while maintaining high quality of instruction and including the most 
clinical experience.” 
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The following major proposals from the School of Health Professions are being submitted for Senate Approval: 
 


Proposal # Department Process Type Proposal 


 
5612795 


   
  Nursing  New Degree/Program 


 
Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study (CAGS) in Family Nurse Practitioner 


https://onbase.rowan.edu/AppNetForms/docpop/docpop.aspx?docid=5612795&chksum=dd418c9c01822f2f4a052735209c71c343b12e19e0f3819e42808b12076e1898 


Lead Sponsor: Mary Ellen Santucci 
 


“The Department of Nursing, in addition to already having […] three Advanced Nursing Practice concentrations in their MSN programs, has the goal of extending the 
opportunity for nurses in the field who have MSNs in other areas are able to effectively and efficiently prepare themselves for Nurse Practitioner Certification, or for 
certification in a different practice area if they are already an NP. Nursing Department goals are aligned with the MSN Essentials from the American Association of 
Colleges of Nursing, and are present in all program goals and course learning outcomes. This [proposed 12 s.h.] program is needed in order to allow post graduate 
nurses the ability to become Family Nurse Practitioners (FNPs), or allow a Nurse Practitioner in another practice area the ability to obtain additional certification which 
will allow them to work as an FNP.  […] Completing a post-master's program of study will prepare graduates to take the certification exam in that practice area. In 
addition, students who graduate with a particular patient focus may want to switch areas of employment.  Getting this certification would allow them to change career 
focus without obtaining a whole new degree.” 
 


 
 


Proposal # Department Process Type Proposal 


 
5589251 


 
  Nursing New Degree/Program  


  
Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study (CAGS) in Adult Gerontology Acute Care  


Nurse Practitioner 
https://onbase.rowan.edu/AppNetForms/docpop/docpop.aspx?docid=5589251&chksum=5bd6ac73858f97293c9de91ce3d13ca04231aa2f5c8d1718110048ee78ae4901 


Lead Sponsor: Mary Ellen Santucci 
 


The proposed (minimum 12 s.h.) “program is needed in order to allow post graduate nurses the ability to become Adult Gerontology Acute Care Nurse Practitioners 
(AGACNPs), or allow a Nurse Practitioner in another practice area the ability to obtain additional certification which will allow them to work as an AGACNP.  […] 
Completing a post-master's program of study will prepare graduates to take the certification exam in that practice area. In addition, students who graduate with a 
particular patient focus may want to switch areas of employment.  Getting this certification would allow them to change career focus without obtaining a whole new 
degree.  For example, Family Nurse Practitioner working in an outpatient setting like a traditional doctor's office may want to work as an Adult Gerontology Acute 
Care Nurse Practitioner in the hospital setting.  They would need a new certification in order to do so and this program is an efficient, accessible and affordable way to 
obtain the academic credentials needed to take the certification exam. The proposed CAGS compares favorably with similar programs at peer institutions, being the 
most accessible and affordable while maintaining high quality of instruction and including most clinical experience.” 
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The following major proposals from the School of Earth and Environment are being submitted for Senate Approval: 
 


Proposal # Department Process Type Proposal 


 
5472979 


   


  Environmental 
Science New Degree/Program  


  
Joint Environmental Science / Geology Minor in Climate Science 


https://onbase.rowan.edu/AppNetForms/docpop/docpop.aspx?docid=5472979&chksum=e89b0292b5c7ce63ef06158458fd6459732437e122e3e73d700ab29821efd096 


Lead Sponsor: Andra Garner 
 


“Students who choose to pursue the [proposed 19-22 s.h.] Joint Environmental Science/Geology Minor in Climate Science will gain important insights into the 
extremely interdisciplinary realm of climate science from both environmental and geological perspectives.  Both the Environmental Science and Geology Departments 
have expertise in the physical science of climate change, hence the collaboration for this program.  This minor will present students with a broad understanding of 
climate change across time, providing an understanding of past climate states that generates context for current and future climate change.  Courses in this program will 
provide students with broad overviews of the science behind climate change, and how climate varies in space and time.  Furthermore, students will gain more detailed 
knowledge about the impacts of a changing climate upon a variety of earth systems, including the atmosphere, ocean, and cryosphere.  Finally, students pursuing this 
minor will develop the skills needed to promote productive discussion of the climate crisis and how to address it with broad audiences, including both their peers and 
the general public.” 
 


 
 





